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1. Background
Within the EU-funded project Increasing Capacity of CSOs and SMEs to Implement FLEGT Requirements –
implemented by NEPCon and SFMI – a survey to assess the capacity needs of Vietnamese small- and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) was conducted from 24th April to 30th June 2015.

At the same time, another survey was conducted with the objective of identifying Intermediary Organisations (IOs)
that have a relationship with SMEs in the wood trade and processing industry, and assessing their training
experiences and technical knowledge. Suitable IOs will be invited to join the project for capacity building on FLEGT
so that they can become FLEGT national resource centres and pass knowledge and training on to SMEs in their
network at a later stage.

The target group of this survey includes trade associations, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), provincial
timber trade federations, leading enterprises within the local wood processing industry, and private consultants
who are currently involved in FLEGT trainings, awareness-raising and in the VPA consultation process.

This report provides analysis of the survey results based on feedback from the above-mentioned organisations.

2. Methodology
Intermediary Organisations for the survey were selected based on previous experience, from kick-off meetings,
recommendations from public project introductory seminars and workshops, and recommendations from SFMI and
project Advisory Committee members. All organisations had already expressed interest in joining the project’s
training of trainers programme.
Based on information exchange with related stakeholders, a questionnaire was developed with 26 questions
covering three areas:
•

General organisation information: business scope, field and experience of training, number of
trainers available

•

General planning for training programmes: training needs analysis, budgeting and fundraising,
training delivery

•

FLEGT awareness:
o

Related activities since 2010, current understanding and ongoing programmes; and

o

The current support and capacity-building training programmes received from government, trade
associations, NGOs and other organisations.

The survey questionnaire is given in Annex 1 of this report.
The survey was conducted using the online survey platform Surveygizmo and was sent to the Intermediary
Organisations via email on 28th May 2015, the survey could be taken in either Vietnamese or English. Project staff
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followed up with the organisations via telephone to assist with the completion of the survey and it was formally
closed on 26th July 2015.

3. Survey findings
3.1. Overview of the surveyed Intermediary Organisations (IOs)
In total, feedback was received from 17 organisations, including eight associations, four large manufacturers, four
NGOs and one FLEGT project in the centre of Vietnam. Of the eight associations that responded, there were two
nationwide associations: Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry (represented by the Da Nang branch) and
Vietnam Timber and Forest Products Association (VIFORES). The Handicraft and Wood Association of Ho Chi Minh
City (HCMC), HAWA was established in HCMC but its network now extends to 22 other provinces and seems to be
the most active association in Vietnam. Binh Duong Furniture Association (BIFA), Forest Products Association of
Binh Dinh (FPA Binh Dinh) and Dong Nai Forest Products Processing Association are trade associations whose
activities are mostly concentrated within their provinces but these are areas where the wood processing industry
is most strongly represented in Vietnam. The Vietnam Rubber Wood Association focuses on rubber wood.
Meanwhile Dong Ky Wood Processing Association is established from a craft village with traditional orientation to
Asian markets (i.e. China, Korea, etc.).

The survey was also designed to survey training centres, business consultants and institutional organisations but
none of these organisations participated.

Table 1 outlines the sector or each organisation that responded to the survey in addition to their geographical
coverage and number of associated SMEs. It is noted that these organisations have or have had relationships with
more than 3700 individual entities (SMEs, clients, members or stakeholders) in total, covering many key provinces
for wood processing and export.

Association
Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (VCCI) Da Nang branch
Vietnam Forest Product Association
(VIFORES)
Handicraft and Wood Association of
HCMC (HAWA)
Binh Dinh Forest Product Association
(FPA)
Dong Nai Forest Products Processing
Association
Binh Duong Furniture Association
(BIFA)

Sector

No. of associated
SMEs

Coverage

Multi-sectorial association

1,500

Central
Vietnam

Wood Industry

800

Nationwide

Handicraft & Wood
Industry

350

22 provinces

Wood Industry

85

Binh Dinh

Wood Industry

50

Dong Nai

Wood Industry

130

Binh Duong

Vietnam Rubber Association

Wood Industry

141

Nationwide

Dong Ky Wood Processing Association

Wood Carving and
Handicraft

35

Bac Ninh
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NGOs & development projects

Sector

No. of associated
SMEs
50

Centre for Rural Development in
Central Vietnam (CRD)

NGO

Tropenbos International Viet Nam

NGO

100

Centre for Education and Development
(CED)

NGO

40

Centre for Sustainable Rural
Development (SRD)

NGO

20

Central region FLEGT project:
“Enhancing participation of Central
Vietnam Civil Society Organisation
network in the VPA-FLEGT process” run
by ICCO, CRD and Corenarm

Project

20

Large enterprises

Sector

No. of associated
SMEs

Coverage
Central
Vietnam
Central
Vietnam
Northern
Vietnam
Northern
Uplands, North
Central, South
Central,
Southern
Vietnam
Quang Binh,
Quang Tri,
Thua Thien
Hue, Quang
Nam
Coverage

Wood Industry
12
Dong Nai
(processing enterprise)
Wood Industry
Woodsland Joint Stock company
24
Hanoi
(processing enterprise)
Wood Industry
Southern
TEKCOM Corporation
30
(processing enterprise)
Vietnam
Wood Industry
30 (10 suppliers and
Vinafor Da Nang
(processing enterprise) and
Da Nang
20 members)
head of wood association
Table 1: Sector, geographical coverage and number of associated SMEs of the survey respondents.
Ho Nai Company Limited

3.2. Overview on training competence and services
Questions were asked to learn
about the nature of the training
services and type of training
delivered

by

organisations.

the
The

surveyed
responses

revealed – with the exception of
VCCI and the NGO group – that all
have experience in conducting
training on technical skills and in
the use of quality improvement
skills (see Figure 1). This is
considered

a

great

basis

Figure 1: The percentage of Intermediary Organisations that have delivered training on different topics since 2010

for

conducting training in the FLEGT tools as designed in this project. Additionally, it is observed that VCCI and the
Centre for Rural Development in Central Vietnam (CRD) have special duties and functions in organising business
links and promotion so they have had a number of specialised speakers, presenters and trainers. However, all the
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other organisations have limited numbers of full-time trainers and they often collaborate with external or
professional services for their training events. Table 2 summarises the findings on training experience and
availability of trainers.

No. of
full-time
trainers
Associations
Vietnam Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
25
(VCCI) Da Nang branch
Vietnam Forest Product
0
Association (VIFORES)
Handicraft and Wood
Association of HCMC
0
(HAWA)
Binh Dinh Forest Product
0
Association (FPA)
Dong Nai Forest Products
0
Processing Association
Binh Duong Furniture
3
Association (BIFA)
Vietnam Rubber
0
Association
Dong Ky Wood
5
Processing Association
NGOs & development projects
Centre for Rural
Development in Central
8
Vietnam (CRD)
Tropenbos International
3
Viet Nam
Centre for Education and
3
Development (CED)
Centre for Sustainable
0
Rural Development (SRD)
Central region FLEGT
project: “Enhancing
participation of Central
Vietnam Civil Society
0
Organisation network in
the VPA-FLEGT process”
run by ICCO, CRD and
Corenarm
Large enterprises

No. of training
events given 2013
& 2014
- awareness

No. of training
events given 2013
& 2014 - technical

No. of training
events given 2013
& 2014 - other

199

-

-

7

6

-

-

4

-

16

10

-

-

-

2

-

-

15

-

-

-

5

3

4

6

2

3

5

4

-

-

1

-

-

2

-

5

2

-

Ho Nai Company Limited

0

-

-

-

Woodsland Joint Stock
company

2

6

5

-

TEKCOM Corporation

0

-

-

-

Vinafor Da Nang

5

-

-

-

Table 2: The number of full-time trainers and number of training events given in different areas in 2013 and
2014.
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3.3. Planning for training programmes
The organisations were asked if they have a system for analysing market requirements and transforming the
requirements into training plans and programmes for SMEs (suppliers, members, and stakeholders). All but one
of the respondents stated that they have central functions at management level or within specialised departments
(training/legal departments, marketing or procurement departments) to stay up to date with such requirements
and to transform the knowledge gained into
training plans.

The organisations were asked how they select the
topics for their training programmes; as shown in
Figure 2 over 80% of the respondents identify
legal requirements as being a top priority with
timber legality requirements coming top with
88%, followed by legal quality requirements at

Figure 2: Factors used by organisations when determining
training topics

82%. Customer requirements are also a key factor
with over half the organisations saying it is
considered.

The surveyed organisations are believed to have
strong

impacts,

exchanging

working

information

closely
with

with

SMEs,

and

clients,

members and stakeholders; therefore, the survey
asked

how

they

receive

updates

on

the

information used for their training inputs. As
shown in Figure 3 most information is received
from official Government agencies, associations,
customer and buyer groups and, to a lesser

Figure 3: Information channel from which the Intermediary
Organisations receive updates on FLEGT and related topics

extent, from service providers and others.

Further survey questions asked how training needs are defined and how training budgets are planned. The findings
show that it is the management boards of all organisations that define training needs (see Figure 4). Regarding
training budgets 70% of the organisations responded that they fund training events themselves, 47% say they
receive funding from clients, 24% from the Government and 35% by others, including donors (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4: How Intermediary Organisations define
training needs

Figure 5: Funding sources for training events
conducted by the Intermediary Organisations

3.4. Awareness, understanding and current activities relating to FLEGT requirements
To understand the awareness and understanding of Intermediary Organisations on FLEGT requirements, relevant
questions were arranged in a logical flow, starting with the basic question of have they heard of FLEGT, VPA, TLAS,
EUTR, DDS and the Vietnamese timber Legality Definition (LD). As shown in Figure 6, there is a high level of
awareness on FLEGT requirements. All organisations said they had heard of FLEGT and the LD, 16 out of 17
confirmed they were equally aware of VPA and the EUTR, and 13 out of 17 were aware of TLAS and Due Diligence
Systems.

The next question asked if the organisations had participated in events or trainings related to FLEGT requirements
and, if so, whom had hosted the event. Of the 17 respondents, 14 had joined an awareness-raising workshop, 12
reported joining an experience exchange, 12 had attended a training session not organised by a customer; and
four said they had attended training sessions provided by their customers. Two of the 17 said that they never
attended an event related to FLEGT.
The hosts named by respondents were CED, EUFAO, GIZ, Proforest, ATIBT, WWF, Pan Nature, NEPCon, SDR, CRD,
TFT and certification bodies such as SGS and BV.
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Figure 6: Terms familiar to Intermediary
Organisations

Figure 7: The type of events at which
Intermediary Organisations had learnt about FLEGT
requirements

The next question asked whether any of the organisations had conducted training on the FLEGT topics since 2010;
the findings show that12 of the 17 organisations had given training relating to the ‘umbrella topic’ of FLEGT; nine
had given training in the more locally relevant aspects (the Vietnamese Legality Definition, VPA and TLAS) and
only five had given training on the more EU-focused aspects of FLEGT (the EUTR and Due Diligence Systems).

With regard to the details of the number of trainings conducted by sampled organisations since 2010, Figure 8
shows that 102 trainings were delivered on FLEGT VPA, 71 on EUTR DDS and 70 on the Vietnamese Timber Legality
Definition.

We believe, in the timber processing industry, that
all surveyed organisations are playing important
roles

in

the

industry.

The

Intermediary

Organisations are always represented as important
actors and facilitators for any consultation process.
The organisations were asked if they had been
actively involved in the consultation process of the
Figure 8: Number of FLEGT related training
events conducted by the survey respondents since 2010

FLEGT

VPA

since

2010.

Nine

associations confirmed that they

NGOs

and

had been

involved in consultations related to FLEGT; VCCI alone had been involved in over 200, whilst the remaining eight
organisations had participated in 32 sessions.

The organisations selected for this survey were thought to be the most appropriate FLEGT training partners
because of their base levels of competence and their understanding of the context and status of SMEs. In addition,
their already established relationships with SMEs are a great advantage. Most of the trainers and facilitators who
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are currently working in these organisations are capable and have experience in both general teaching techniques
and FLEGT-related knowledge.

To determine the organisations’ opinions on what training methods they consider useful for Vietnamese SMEs, a
multiple-choice question was asked; with the answers as follows: 94% voted for “implementation guidelines”;
94% for “toolkit”; 88% for “interpretation documents”; and 82% for “technical training modules”.

When asked about the duration of training events, 47% of the organisations responded that two to three days
would be sufficient, 41% answered less than two days and only one answered that it should be three to five days.

The organisations were also asked to give their opinions on gaps within FLEGT awareness in the Vietnamese timber
industry and areas for improvement over the next two years. Their answers are summarised below.

Organisations’ opinions on current issues related to FLEGT
1.

Overall, there is still limited understanding and awareness of FLEGT within most enterprises. It is only
within enterprises currently forming part of the EU supply chain that there is an understanding and
awareness, enterprises which are not part of an EU supply chain are still unaware.

2.

Officials and authorities at the provincial level still have a limited understanding of FLEGT.

3.

In Vietnam, legal documents are confusing, with much overlap among them. In fact, there is a big gap
between law ‘on paper’ and implementation in the field.

4.

Law enforcement is weak and ineffectual.

5.

There is still no mutual agreement between Vietnam and the EU so FLEGT is still very complicated and
not yet feasible. There is little support to associations or their members and the voices of the associations
have not been seriously considered.

6.

Poor establishment of legal timber documentation at different levels of the supply chain.

7.

Weak system of recording and storing legal timber documents.

8.

Little to no understanding of legality requirements.

9.

Stakeholders and other interested parties are still not aware of the benefits of timber legality and also do
not understand what procedure is needed for ‘proving’ timber legality.

10. It is observed in practice that enterprises still do not care about fire safety and insurance for workers.

Organisations’ recommendations
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1.

Provide training on FLEGT, REDD, TLAS, Vietnam legal definition.

2.

Conduct communication activities to raise stakeholders' awareness.

3.

Pilot test the FLEGT licensing model.
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4.

To those members of the associations, when the VN–EU negotiation is finalised, the association will
organise a series of seminars and workshops in the three regions in Vietnam to disseminate the basic
content of the VPA and discuss how to specifically adapt to it.

5.

To increase cooperation between associations to provide information and support enterprises to
implement VPA effectively through association working programmes and activities. Also to contribute to
policy advocacy in timber industry.

6.

To support forest owners in Tuyen Quang province to implement forest certification through the FSC FM
Standard and to support the achievement of FSC COC certification by processing suppliers.

7.

To study in the field how FLEGT could potentially impact the SMEs and the smallholders who are directly
involved in timber production and trade. Also to provide training to the small enterprises and communities
in timber production and trade.

8.

SRD is currently leading the VNGO–FLEGT network and working with about 50 NGOs/ CSOs. In two years’
time, FLEGT VNGO will implement an independent monitoring body for FLEGT VPA. To prepare for this
monitoring mission, the VNGO–FLEGT team will continue to organise training courses to provide the
necessary qualifications and competence for members.

9.

To increase publishing frequency for bulletins, news on websites; to coordinate and co-organise
workshops and training courses for members; to facilitate and make recommendations regarding
members participation in related conferences and seminars.

10. In 2015–2016 the FLEGT project in central provinces has developed plans for training activities, capacity
building, action research, community consultation, dialogue forums, education on media, building pilot
models for wood processing enterprises to practice to meet requirements of timber legality assurance
system (as described in FLEGT VPA process), establish networks for forest dependence community in the
Central region. These activities will support capacity building for stakeholders who engage in the VPA
FLEGT negotiation process.
11. To use the existing tools of communication to raise awareness about FLEGT. To proactively work with
state agencies and foreign NGOs to raise awareness and promote FLEGT.

4. Conclusions
All organisations engaged in this survey are considered appropriate in terms of the project’s ‘training of trainers’
programme. This is thanks to their extensive experience in national legislative requirements related to timber
legality, their knowledge and understanding of FLEGT and their established links with and existing communications
and relationships with wood processing enterprises in all wood processing provinces.
However, having learned more about individual organisations, it is observed that:
1.

The sample has been relatively small (17 organisations) and some organisations have very few personnel
in charge of training; most enterprises use external trainers. Therefore, those who plan to join the project
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for capacity building programmes may not have the right competence or abilities and may not effectively
help to pass on the acquired knowledge to SMEs.
2.

Some sampled organisations indicate that they have limited personnel available (from one to five) and if
the project criterion is to select five people per company, it may not feasible for the project to deliver
training for three to five days as the personnel may not attend in full.

3.

In this report, VCCI appeared to be a very active organisation with many trainings and other activities
relating to awareness-raising and consultation. However, the compiled figures and data may not reflect
reality as their members mentioned in this survey are also from non-wood processing industries.
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5. Annex 1: Survey questionnaire
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FLEGT Survey for Organisations
General information

Welcome to our survey!
If you need any assistance at any time, please do not hesitate to contact us on:
Office phone: +84 (0)43200 5755
Email: VNFLEGT@nepcon.net

1) Organisation’s name:
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

2) Contact information:
Mailing address
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Contact number and email address
Phone: _________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________

3) Type of business
How would you classify your organisation?
[ ] Association
[ ] Training centre
[ ] Institution
[ ] Consultancy
[ ] Manufacturer / Trader
[ ] NGO
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*
If "Association" is chosen, please indicate the number of members:
_________________________________________________

4) Has your organisation ever delivered training on the following?
Please select as many as are applicable
[ ] Technical skills
[ ] Soft skills (e.g. communication, problem solving)
[ ] Management skills (e.g. delegation, motivation)
[ ] Quality improvement tools
[ ] Other: _________________________________________________

5) How many employees does your organisation have?
_________________________________________________

6) How many full-time trainers does your organisation have?
_________________________________________________

7) Please give the number of events provided by your organisation to the wood
processing sector in 2013 and 2014
Awareness raising
2013: _________________________________________________
2014: _________________________________________________
Technical training
2013: _________________________________________________
2014: _________________________________________________
Other
2013: _________________________________________________
2014: _________________________________________________

8) Out of the training events that your Organisation organised in 2013 and
2014, please state how many were entirely organised by your organisation
alone, for how many you hired external consultant(s) and how many were coorganised with a partner organisation.
Entirely organised alone
2013: _________________________________________________
2014: _________________________________________________
Hired an external training service
2013: _________________________________________________
2014: _________________________________________________
Co-organised with other partners
2013: _________________________________________________
2014: _________________________________________________

9) In what region(s) is your organisation currently working?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Realisation planning for establishment of training
programmes
10) Does your organisation maintain a function for collecting and updating important
information relating to forest production or/and wood processing such as
Please tick as many as apply
[ ] Legislative requirements relating to quality
[ ] Timber legality requirements
[ ] Customer requirements
[ ] None
[ ] Other: _________________________________________________

11) If your organisation does have a function for staying up to date with the above
topics, by what channel(s) do you receive such updates?
[ ] Customer / Buyer group
[ ] Association(s)
[ ] Government agencies
[ ] Service provider (e.g. law firm)
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*
[ ] Not applicable

12) Who is responsible for taking the aboveforementioned updates and turning them
into training programmes?
[ ] Management staff
[ ] Staff in legal department
[ ] Staff in training department
[ ] None
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

13) How does your organisation normally define training needs?
[ ] Government assigned
[ ] Proposal and request from member/community
[ ] Management board of your organisation
[ ] None
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

14) How does your organisation normally plan for and fund training activities?
Please choose as many as are applicable
[ ] Government assigned and funded
[ ] Request from client through service contract
[ ] Identified through management board of your organisation and funded by your
organisation
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

Awareness / understanding / current activities relating to
FLEGT legality requirements
15) Have you or your organisation's team members ever heard about any of the
following?

Please tick as many as are applicable
[ ] FLEGT
[ ] VPA
[ ] TLAS
[ ] EUTR
[ ] Due Diligence System
[ ] Vietnam legality definition

16) Through which information channel(s) have you heard about the
aboveforementioned topics?
Please tick as many as are applicable
[ ] Customer / buyer groups
[ ] Government agencies
[ ] Association
[ ] Mass media
[ ] NGOs
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

17) Have you or any of your organisation's team members ever attended one
of the following events on FLEGT or timber legality?
I / my colleague(s) have attended:
[ ] Awareness workshop
[ ] Training session provided by your customer
[ ] Experience exchange
[ ] Training session (not provided by customer)
[ ] Never
If you/your colleagues have attended such an event(s) then please list all the host names:
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

18) Since 2010, have you or your organisation run any training sessions for any topics in
the following list? (provided to your own organisation and others)
[ ] FLEGT
[ ] VPA
[ ] TLAS
[ ] EUTR
[ ] EUTR Due Diligence System
[ ] Vietnam legality definition

19) If your organisation has provided training on one of the above topics since 2010,
please indicate the number of events you have conducted on the following:
FLEGT / VPA: _________________________________________________
EUTR / Due Diligence: _________________________________________________
Vietnam legality definition: _________________________________________________

20) Since 2010, have you / your organisation run a consultation within your association /
industry sector for any of the topics in the following list?
Please tick as many as are applicable.
[ ] FLEGT VPA
[ ] TLAS
[ ] EUTR
[ ] Due Diligence System
[ ] Vietnam legality definition
[ ] None

21) If your organisation has run consultation activities on the relevant topics since 2010,
please indicate the number of events in the following categories:
FLEGT / VPA: _________________________________________________
EUTR / Due Diligence: _________________________________________________
Vietnam legality definition: _________________________________________________

22) If there was a local FLEGT centre supporting you and the industry on
timber legality requirements, what do you think would be most beneficial?
What I think will be useful:
[ ] Samples of documentation systems
[ ] Interpretation documents
[ ] Implementation guidelines
[ ] Toolkits
[ ] Success stories

[ ] Official updating channel (government / administration agency portals)
[ ] Technical training
[ ] Help centre
Your organisation’s recommendations:
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

23) From your organisation’s perspective, what are the gaps and areas with
room for improvement regarding FLEGT legality requirements?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

24) What are your organisation's current planned tasks / activities relating to
capacity building for the industry / members / stakeholders in the next two
years? (may include current proposal to VPA, consultation process for VPA,
solution for EUTR…)
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

25) As a training service provider, what do you think are the best ways to
increase the understanding of Vietnamese SMEs on FLEGT issues?
The best way is
[ ] Coaching and mentoring for key staff over a long period of time
[ ] Samples of documentation
[ ] Field visit(s)

[ ] Help centre function
[ ] Training course with exercises
In case your chosen option is the training course with exercises, the length of the course
should be
[ ] < 2 days
[ ] 2-3 days
[ ] 3-5 days
Please give your suggestions for other types of training courses:
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
And how many days your suggested training course should be:
_________________________________________________

26) Information on how the survey was completed. Please select the applicable
option
The survey was completed by:
( ) Organisation directly online
( ) Project staff - organisation responded via post/email
( ) Project staff - organisation responded over the phone
( ) Project staff during visit to the organisation
Information on interviewer and interviewee
Full name
Interviewee
Interviewer

Position

Email

Phone number

Thank you for completing our survey!
Your answers today will help us develop training programmes for our
project's intermediary organisations and SMEs.

Further information, please visit our channels:
www.dehieuflegt.org
www.flegt-tools.org
www.facebook.com/dehieuFLEGT
Please do not hesitate to contact us on vnflegt@nepcon.net should you have
any questions or suggestions!

This document has been produced with the financial assistance of the European Union. The contents of this document are
the sole responsibility of NEPCon and can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting the position of the European
Union.

Increasing Capacity of CSOs and SMEs to Implement FLEGT Requirements
+84 (0)43200 5755
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VNFLEGT@nepcon.net
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flegt-tools.org dehieuflegt.org
Cầu Giấy Dist., Hanoi

